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WELCOME.......Veterans, families, friends and neighbors. It is just wonderful to greet you today
as we meet to serve a single purpose.
Again, we gather to commemorate and recognize soldierly valor and sacrifice. So many have come
before us, so many of us are currently deployed, and yet, we all hope so few of us will be called to
arms in the future.
I would like to offer a brief thought that has passed my mind this Memorial day. The thought was
brought on by some readings of the history of Greenfield. I believe it is relevant, and offers some
significance for this day.
Thirty-six years after Greenfield was elected by the County Towns as the Hub of the newly
formed Franklin County in 1811, Frederick Goddard Tuckerman, a lawyer and poet from Boston,
moved to Greenfield and purchased a home from his future father-in-law. He studied nature and
developed quite a reputation for his poems and sonnets on the Natural history of the area. Among
his friends and contemporaries were Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, Emily
Dickinson and Alfred Lord Tennyson, the British Poet Laureate of the day.
Around the same time, in the early 1800’s, Sylvester Allen had opened the family business at the
corner of Clay Hill, now called Bank Row, and Main Street in what we commonly know as the
Allen Block. This business served the supply needs for people of the upper valley for over 100
years.
In 1862, a Call to Arms was issued for men from the Franklin and Hampshire Counties, and so,
the Massachusetts 52nd Infantry Regiment was formed. Many men left their homes and families to
join, including two sales clerks from the S. Allen and Sons hardware business. The 52nd Regiment
walked, steam shipped and railed to New Orleans to join 40,000 Union troops. Their mission was
to advance to Port Hudson on the Mississippi River in Louisiana that was protected by the
Confederacy. Through May and June they attacked and were repulsed. Only after the loss of
Vicksburg to the Union troops did the Port Hudson protectors surrender. When the Battle of
Gettysburg turned to the Union advantage, the Civil War of the America’s was over.
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The 52nd Infantry Regiment lost over 120 men but the two clerks had survived. They returned to
Greenfield, to their families and to their jobs as the 52nd were disbanded. As soldiers they
remembered their fallen comrades. As Veterans, they committed themselves to never forget. With
the citizens of
Greenfield, they participated in a memorial committee that produced the obelisk topped by an
eagle that stands on our village green, or Town Common, as we refer to it today.
The citizens asked their resident poet, Frederick Goddard Tuckerman, to write a dedication poem
planned for October 1870. He wrote an Ode for the Greenfield Soldiers Monument. It is recast on
page 141 in the Selected Poems of Frederick Goddard Tuckerman by Ben Mazer that was printed
last year (2010) with a copyright by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.
It is now 141 years since the Greenfield Soldiers Monument was erected and dedicated on our
Town Common. With your indulgence, I will read the Tuckerman Ode to the Greenfield Soldiers
written in 1870 for the citizens of Greenfield.
This slender spire of glossy stone
A nation’s Emblem poised above,
Speaks it to bleeding hearts alone?
Ensign of sorrow and of love?
Or here upon this village green
In half-light of the autumn day,
Meet we to mourn for what has been,
A tale, a triumph pass’d away?
Yes more,----our gift is generous
As theirs who gave their lifeblood free,
Not to the dead alone, to us
Ourselves, and ours that yet shall be,
We consecrate for distant years----No idle rite, our deep hearts stirr’d
And tenderly, with prayers and tears---The gleaming shaft! The Eagle bird!
Francis Goddard Tuckerman
The citizens of Greenfield wished that we would not forget the sacrifices made in their time, and
we, citizens of Greenfield today, have assured them that we have remembered them and ours, and
that our actions will be a path to follow by the citizens of Greenfield tomorrow.
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Thank You.

WILLIAM MARTIN
MAYOR
30 May 2011
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